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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a multi-fidelity approach for parameter estimation problems based
on physics-informed neural networks (PINNs). The proposed methods apply to models ex-
pressed by linear or nonlinear differential equations, whose parameters need to be estimated
starting from (possibly partial and noisy) measurements of the model’s solution. To overcome
the limitations of PINNs in case only few and/or significantly noisy data are available, we pro-
pose to train a first artificial neural network (ANN), that provides a low-fidelity solution, using a
dataset constructed with numerical simulations of the parametrized mathematical model. Then,
we express the solution as the sum of the low-fidelity solution and a correction term, provided by
a second ANN, which is trained by simultaneously minimizing the distance of the solution from
the data and the residual of the differential equation, evaluated at a suitable set of collocation
points. For the setup of the multi-fidelity formulation, we propose two alternative approaches.
In the first one, we train the low-fidelity solution with data obtained for a fixed value of the
parameters, representing an initial guess for the parameters to be estimated (possibly deriving
from prior knowledge). In the second approach, the low-fidelity solution encodes the parametric
dependence, being trained on data generated by sampling the parameter space and including
the parameters themselves among its independent variables. Numerical tests performed for two
benchmark problems, a steady-state and a time-dependent advection-diffusion-reaction PDEs,
show that the first approach allows the convergence of the PINN training to accelerate signif-
icantly. The second approach, in addition to improving the convergence speed, increases the
accuracy of the parameters estimate. This is emphasized in cases characterized by a small num-
ber of available measurements (possibly affected by noise). Finally, we show an application of
the proposed multi-fidelity approach in the context of cardiac electrophysiology. Specifically, we
employ a multi-fidelity PINN to estimate an unknown parameter of a nonlinear model describ-
ing the ionic dynamics of cardiac cells, starting from noisy measurements of the transmembrane
potential.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are powerful architectures made of interconnected nodes, known
as artificial neurons, which can learn arbitrary complex input-output functions by processing paired
input and output samples (the training data) [18]. Each artificial neuron is characterized by an
activation function, which is a function that, e.g., maps large negative inputs to zero (deactivated
neuron) and large positive inputs to one (activated neuron), and a set of parameters, namely weights
and biases. These parameters modulate the activation of each neuron: weights scale the neuron’s
inputs, while the bias controls the tendency of the neuron to be active or not. An artificial neural
network is therefore an input-output function that depends on the designed topology, i.e. on the
number of neurons and their connections, and on the set of parameters (weights and biases) that
characterize each neuron. The training process consists of identifying the parameters that allow
the network to reproduce – as faithfully as possible – the available output values given the paired
inputs. This is achieved by finding the set of parameters that minimize a cost functional (loss) in
which the discrepancy between the network evaluation and the actual data is penalized. Besides the
ANN parameters, the training process is determined by a set of so–called hyperparameters, which are
variables used to control the training process itself. These include architecture hyperparameters (e.g.
number of neurons and layers) and algorithm hyperparameters (e.g. the settings of the minimization
algorithm).

This learning strategy typically presents numerous challenges due to the high dimensionality
of the parameters space and the non-convexity of the cost functional. Identifying an optimal set
of parameters is often an arduous task, especially in the so-called small data regime when a little
amount of (noisy) data is available. This is typically the case of biological or engineering systems,
where the goal is to model physical processes starting from data acquired from few sensors or from
a small cohort of patients.

A possible strategy to overcome these data limitations consists of introducing in the loss func-
tional an additional term (a regularization term constraining the ANN solution to a manifold of
differential equations’ solutions) that encodes prior physical knowledge of the observed phenomenon.
This strategy, firstly proposed in [25, 17], gave rise to the so-called Physics Informed Neural Net-
works (PINNs) [30, 31], which have found application in numerous fields, from the identification of
the flux in an aneurysm [32] to the reconstruction of cardiac activation maps [33].

PINNs’ success is not limited to the approximation of differential problems’ solution: their struc-
ture permits to treat unknown model’s parameters as additional parameters of the neural network,
thus solving state/parameter estimation problems within a single minimization (training) procedure
(without changing the framework). This makes PINN attractive for parameter estimation problems,
compared to PDE-constrained optimization routines, where gradient descent methods are built on
the repeated (and computationally expensive) numerical approximation of differential problems [3].

In many realistic scenarios, high-fidelity mathematical models, that accurately describe biological
or engineering systems, are formed by coupled (typically nonlinear) equations. This makes the
regularization term (formed by the residual of the equations) less effective, making the search for sub-
optimal local minima, sufficiently close to the global minimum, more complex. Sometimes it is more
effective to rely on simplified models to obtain a more effective regularization term. These low-fidelity
models may result from simplifications of equations (simplified physics approximation), which might
partially describe the phenomenon. As an example, in the field of cardiac electrophysiology, the
equations of the bidomain model (high-fidelity) are frequently approximated with the monodomain
equation, which represents only the transmembrane potential, or the eikonal equation that allows
describing only the dynamics of the activation front [12, 27]. Black-box data-driven models, built
from a set of data linked to the observed phenomenon (such as numerical simulations of a high-fidelity
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model), may also be adopted as low-fidelity models.
Multi-fidelity methods have been developed in recent years to combine models of different fideli-

ties to efficiently solve complex tasks such as optimization or uncertainty quantification [24, 11, 15].
In these procedures, neural networks have been adopted as low-cost surrogate models that allow for
speeding up (Quasi)-Monte Carlo algorithms [19] or parameter estimation routines [23, 20]. This
idea has also been adapted in the PINN framework in [22], where an architecture composed of
multiple neural networks is trained on data coming from different fidelity models.

In this work we propose a new multi-fidelity PINN, based on the multi-fidelity strategy of adapta-
tion, which consists in improving the accuracy of a low-fidelity prediction with a correction combin-
ing data coming from the high-fidelity model (PDE residual) with the available (possibly corrupted
by noise) measures. This is perform adaptively during the training procedure, leveraging a pre-
trained low-fidelity model, such as a neural network or a general surrogate model. This strategy
is alternative to the one presented in [22], where the training procedure is simultaneous and the
multi-fidelity is expressed in the availability of additional data. Compared to standard approaches
to PDE-constrained optimization, in which surrogate models or reduced-order models are integrated
within gradient-based minimization algorithms [10, 21, 7, 8, 38, 2], in our framework the low-fidelity
model is integrated directly into the PINN and the training procedure is designed to directly solve
the parameter estimation problem.

We develop a training procedure divided into two different stages: the low-fidelity model is firstly
built starting from a dataset generated, e.g., from a numerical model of the physical phenomenon;
then the multi-fidelity network is trained using measurements data, the low-fidelity guess, and the
residual of the equation modeling the physical phenomenon. Compared to a traditional PINN, the
training of the network does not start from a completely random solution but relies on the low-fidelity
solution, which acts as a priori information that can then be corrected using the new information
coming from the measured data and by regularizing it through the mathematical equation (crucial
for the task of model parameter estimation). This strategy speeds up the convergence of the training
process, even in situations where the low-fidelity model represents a solution that is far from the
current one. On the contrary, a multi-fidelity network built simultaneously might be affected by
numerous local minima created by the interaction of poorly trained neural nets, from which the
optimizer might hardly escape. The process can therefore be seen as a solution refinement process,
obtained through increasingly fine regularization processes, moving from a data-driven low fidelity
surrogate to the high-fidelity equation.

We rely on two different approaches for the low-fidelity model construction: a fixed-parameter
approach versus a parameterized one, which mimics the construction of a reduced-order model. The
first approach allows regularizing the solution with respect to space and time, with a consequent
improvement of the speed of convergence of the training procedure. The second one, instead, drives
the parameter identification, reducing the error in the estimation even in cases where standard
PINNs are far from the true solutions.

We emphasize that the proposed approach is general and that the multi-fidelity network can be
based on all types of low-fidelity models, such as data-driven surrogate models [10] or projection-
based reduced-order models [28, 14]. This new paradigm might significantly improve, both in terms
of accuracy and overall computational time, parameter estimation tasks that are currently solved
through computationally intensive PDE-constrained optimization techniques.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces the parameter estimation problem
and describes the new multi-fidelity approaches. Numerical results are described in Sec. 3. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.
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2 Methods

In this work, we consider PDE-constrained optimal control problems [34, 3], focussing on the finite-
dimensional control case (i.e. with control variable expressed by a finite vector of unknown param-
eters µ ⊂ P ⊂ Rp), under the form:

min
µ∈P

J(µ)

s.t. α
∂u

∂t
+ L(u;µ) = 0 in Ω× [0, T ],

where J(µ) = ‖Cu(x, t;µ)− y(x, t)‖2Y +R(u;µ)

(1)

where u = u(x, t;µ) is the solution of the so-called forward problem, x is the space variable defined
in the domain Ω, t is the time variable defined in the interval [0, T ]. Here, L is a (possibly nonlinear)
differential operator. Stationary PDEs can be recast in the form (1) by setting α = 0 and restricting
the domain to Ω. Boundary conditions could be included as well. In the cost functional J , the
function C : X → Y is a linear observation operator, mapping the solution of the forward problem
onto the space of observation Y = Y(Ω), while R is a suitable regularization term. In this form,
the cost functional measures the discrepancy between the numerical model output Cu and the set
of available measurements y (the target).

After temporal and spatial discretization of the PDE (e.g. by Finite Differences of Finite ele-
ments, respectively [26]), standard solution approaches are the descent methods [9, 29], which are
iterative procedures based on repeated steps along descent directions, defined at each step by the
numerical approximation of the forward and the adjoint (or sensitivities) problems. The effective-
ness of these procedures has been demonstrated in many applications ranging from aerodynamics to
solid mechanics [4]. However, the resolution in the case of high-dimensional parametric space and
multiscale and multiphysics differential problems is still challenging, due to the high-computational
costs associated with the computation of the gradient of the cost functional and the large number
of iterations required. These challenges are common to those found in identifying neural network
parameters (high dimensionality of the parameters space and the non-convexity of the loss func-
tional). For this reason, methods based on automatic differentiation and stochastic gradients are
promising tools in this context. In Sec. 2.1 we describe the PINN approach for the simultaneous
PDE solution and parameter estimation from (noisy) measurements, while in Sec. 2.2 we introduce
our novel multi-fidelity strategy.

2.1 Neural Network-based approaches to the optimal control problem

The PDE-constrained optimal control problem (1) can be reformulated as a statistical learning
problem: find a function u(x, t), expressed through an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) NN , which
minimizes the cost functional J while satisfying - in a suitable sense - the PDE. Typically, observa-
tions of the solution are only available at given spatio-temporal locations (xHi , t

H
i ), i = 1, . . . , NH

obs.
Hence, the observations are given by yHi = Cu(xHi , t

H
i ;µex) + εi, where εi denotes the measurement

error and where the solution u is associated with µ = µex, i.e. the “exact” value of the parameter.
This dataset is usually denoted as training data.
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The optimal control problem is then expressed in the following way:

min
µ,W

J (µ,W)

s.t. u(x, t) = NN (x, t;µ,W)

where J (µ,W) =
ωfit

NH
obs

NH
obs∑
i=1

|Cu(xHi , t
H
i )− yHi |2 +R(u;µ,W),

(2)

where the cost functional J is substituted by the empirical cost functional J ; the latter can be viewed
as a Monte-Carlo approximation of J . Here, W = [w,b] represents the parameters (weights w and
biases b, respectively) of the ANN, which acts as additional unknowns of the problem. The scalar
hyperparameter ωfit > 0 weights the contribution of data misfit with respect to the regularization
term R. It is important to remark that after reformulating (1) as (2), the physical information
associated with the PDE is lost. To recover it, one possiblity is offered by PINNs, which encode the
PDE into the regularization term R.

More precisely, the regularization term R is chosen as the absolute value of the PDE residual:

Rphys(u;µ,W) =
ωphys

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣α∂u(xci , t
c
i )

∂t
+ L(u(xci , t

c
i );µ)

∣∣∣∣2 , (3)

where (xci , t
c
i ), i = 1, . . . , Nc is a set of Nc collocation points, at which we penalize the residual of

the PDE in strong form, and ωphys ≥ 0 is a balancing factor. Should the boundary conditions be
available, they could be enforced in (3) by summing the absolute value of the associated residual. For
simplicity, in this work we do not consider this case, as the generalization of the proposed methods
is straightforward.

Provided that sufficiently regular activation functions are employed, the ANN is infinitely many
times continuously differentiable (u ∈ C∞(Ω× [0, T ])). Therefore, the differential operators ∂

∂t and L
can be meaningfully applied to u. Moreover, Automatic Differentiation (AD) tools – at the basis of
virtually any Machine Learning software library – can be used to practically and efficiently evaluate
the term (3), enabling a fast implementation of this method.

Although PINNs allow solving optimal control problems of the type of (1) by exploiting the
powerful tools developed in the context of Machine Learning and with little and intuitive imple-
mentation effort, training these ANNs can present several difficulties [37, 36], especially for few and
noisy data. In the low-data regime, indeed, the problem turns out to be ill-posed and characterized
by many local minima, which makes the training phase very difficult. To overcome these difficulties,
in this paper we rely on a multi-fidelity approach.

2.2 Multi-fidelity approach

We consider a multi-fidelity approach to tackle the ill-posedness of the optimal control problem. Our
goal is to combine ANNs built on different datasets and with different loss functions to solve the
parametric optimal control problem. We first express the solution u(x, t) as the sum of a low-fidelity
model solution uL, and an ANN (NNH), acting as a correction of the low-fidelity guess:

u(x, t) = uL +NNH(x, t, uL; WH), (4)

In this paper, uL is obtained with an additional ANN (named as low-fidelity ANN), but in general
it can be constructed through different techniques, including fitting techniques of projection-based
reduced-order modeling techniques.
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For the training of these two ANNs we consider two sets of data:

1. Low-fidelity dataset : approximations of the parametric solution yLi = Cu(xLi , t
L
i ;µLi )}, i =

1, . . . , NL
obs, obtained, e.g. with the chosen numerical approximation of the forward prob-

lem corresponding to different samples µLi in the parameter space. Note that NL
obs could be

arbitrary large, since it can be built through the offline execution of numerical simulations;

2. High-fidelity dataset : yHi , i = 1, . . . , NH
obs, which consists of a set of available measurements.

Compared to the usual PINN approach, in which the physics-informed component is contained only
in the regularization term R based on the model residual, we also augment the training dataset with
additional data potentially obtained through numerical simulations. This has a double advantage:
it allows creating offline the low-fidelity dataset used for the training of the low-fidelity surrogate
uL, which then acts as a regularizer of the optimal control problem.

We propose two different strategies for solving parameter estimation problems with multi-fidelity
PINNs, that we respectively denote by MPINN-v1 and MPINN-v2. Before introducing them, we
describe an alternative multi-fidelity PINN framework, that we denote by MPINN-v0, following the
approach presented in [22].

2.2.1 MPINN-v0

We consider a collection of solution snapshots obtained for different samples of the parameter µ,
that is {u(xLi , t

L
i ;µLi ) : i = 1, . . . , NL

obs}. Following [22], we here consider a more general formulation
of (4), that is

u(x, t) = LH(x, t, uL; WH) +NNH(x, t, uL; WH), (5)

where LH is a linear function and NNH is a nonlinear one (specifically an ANN). The vector WH

collects the parameters of both maps LH and NNH . The multi-fidelity PINN problem then reads

min
µ,WL,WH

J (µ,WL,WH)

s.t. uL(x, t) = NNL(x, t; WL),

u(x, t) = LH(x, t, uL(x, t); WH) +NNH(x, t, uL(x, t); WH)

where J (µ,WL,WH) =
ωLfit

NL
obs

NL
obs∑
i=1

|CuL(xLi , t
L
i )− yLi |2 +RL(uL; WL)

+
ωHfit

NH
obs

NH
obs∑
i=1

|Cu(xHi , t
H
i )− yHi |2 +RH(u;µ,WH).

(6)

The scaling constants ωLfit and ωHfit allow to tune the relative weights of the loss function terms. As
in [22], we do not regularize the low-fidelity map (that is, we set RL ≡ 0), while we consider the
physics-informed regularizer on the solution u(x, t) (that is, RH = Rphys, defined in (3)). We remark
that, within the MPINN-v0 approach, both the low-fidelity and high-fidelity maps are simultane-
ously trained. By doing so, the optimization problem might result computationally demanding. To
overcome this potential issue and to enhance the robustness of the method, we split the optimization
procedure in two sequential tasks, namely the training of the low-fidelity map and of the high-fidelity
one.
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2.2.2 MPINN-v1 with non parametric low-fidelity

Winthin the MPINN-v1 approach, the training procedure is divided into two stages. In the first
stage we train the low-fidelity ANN (NNL) as a map starting from snapshots {u(xLi , t

L
i ;µguess) : i =

1, . . . , NL
obs}, for a fixed µguess, which can be provided by a priori knowledge. The problem can be

written as: 

min
WL

JL(WL)

s.t. uL(x, t) = NNL(x, t; WL)

where JL(WL) =
ωfit

NL
obs

NL
obs∑
i=1

|CuL(xLi , t
L
i )− yLi |2 +RL(uL; WL),

(7)

where yLi = Cu(xLi , t
L
i ;µguess), i = 1, . . . , NL

obs. Here, RL could be chosen as done in (3), in a PINN
framework, or as a standard ANN regularizer.

In the second stage, we solve the optimal control problem in the multi-fidelity framework, which
is: 

min
µ,WH

J (µ,WH)

s.t. u(x, t) = uL(x, t) +NNH(x, t, uL(x, t); WH)

where J (µ,WH) =
ωfit

NH
obs

NH
obs∑
i=1

|Cu(xHi , t
H
i )− yHi |2 +RH(u;µ,WH),

(8)

where RH = Rphys is given by the physics-informed regularizer (3).

2.2.3 MPINN-v2 with parametric low-fidelity

In the second approach, we first train the low-fidelity ANN (NNL) as a parametric map starting
from snapshots {u(xLi , t

L
i ;µLi ) : i = 1, . . . , NL

obs}. The problem can be written as:

min
WL

JL(WL)

s.t. uL(x, t;µ) = NNL(x, t;µ,WL),

where JL(WL) =
ωfit

NL
obs

NL
obs∑
i=1

|CuL(xLi , t
L
i ;µLi )− yLi |2 +RL(uL; WL)

(9)

Unlike the non-parametric approach of Sec. 2.2.2, which is associated with a given value of the
parameter µguess, here the low-fidelity map encodes the dependence of the solution on the param-
eter µ. This information will be later leveraged, in the multi-fidelity formulation, to support the
identification of the parameter µ.

This stage might be optionally followed by a second one, in which we provide a first estimate
of the unknown parameters using the low-fidelity map, minimizing the distance between model and
measurements. This would provide an initial guess for µ, employed in the following step as starting
point of the training.
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In the last stage, we solve the optimal control problem in the multi-fidelity framework, which is:

min
µ,WH

J (µ,WH)

s.t. u(x, t) = uL(x, t;µ) +NNH(x, t, uL(x, t;µ); WH).

where J (µ,WH) =
ωfit

NH
obs

NH
obs∑
i=1

|Cu(xHi , t
H
i )− yHi |2 +RH(u;µ,WH)

(10)

which is now constrained on a multi-fidelity solution, depending on the unknown parameters and
the solution of the low-fidelity ANN. In this stage we employ the following regularization term:

RH(u;µ,WH) = Rphys(u;µ,WH) +
ωlh

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

|u(xci , t
c
i )− uL(xci , t

c
i ;µ)|2. (11)

The first term of (11) is the standard physics-informed loss, while the second term leverages the infor-
mation gained during the low-fidelity training (9), penalizing the discrepancy between the low-fidelity
parametric map, evaluated in the candidate parameter µ, and the solution u. The hyperparameter
ωlh ≥ 0 tunes the weight of this term in the global loss. For simplicity, we evaluate this latter term
in the same collocation points used to enforce the PDE; however, an independent set of points could
be considered as well.

We refer to Fig. 1 for a visual representation of the PINN and MPINN approaches described in
this Section.

3 Results

In this section we describe the numerical results related to two benchmark problems and to an
application in the field of cardiac electrophysiology. In all the tests reported in this paper we set for
simplicity RL ≡ 0. The observation points (xHi , t

H
i ) and (xLi , t

L
i ), as well as the collocation points

(xci , t
c
i ), are selected by means of a Monte Carlo sampling strategies from uniform distributions.

Other sampling strategies, such as Latin Hypercube sampling, could be adopted. To mimic the
presence of measurement error, we artificially generate the noise εi. Unless otherwise specified,
we generate εi by sampling from independent Gaussian distributions with zero mean and standard
deviation σ, that will be specified case by case. To minimize the loss function, we first run 100
epochs with the Adam optimizer [16]. Then we switch to a more computationally demanding, but
more accurate optimizer, namely the BFGS method [13]. Unless otherwise specified, we considered
in the benchmark examples a maximum number of 2000 iterations for this method.

To evaluate and compare the results obtained with the different strategies considered in this
paper, we introduce the following metrics:

Jfit =

√√√√ 1

NH
obs

NH
obs∑
i=1

|Cu(xHi , t
H
i )− yHi |2,

Jphys =

√√√√ 1

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣α∂u(xci , t
c
i )

∂t
+ L(u(xci , t

c
i );µ)

∣∣∣∣2,
Jlh =

√√√√ 1

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

|u(xci , t
c
i )− uL(xci , t

c
i ;µ)|2,

(12)
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t

<latexit sha1_base64="80OYiDclOr1kFPV7YnaJzEsXcOw=">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</latexit>µ
<latexit sha1_base64="2COqx1SmpGjBTcvG1ATqNbuOrSo=">AAACYnicbVHLSiNBFK1uddTW0TgudVFMCCQ4E7pFnNkIghsRFwrGCOkYbleqTZHqB/WQCUX9pDtXbvwQq2N8z4VLHc59n0pKzqQKw3vPn5tf+La4tBysrH5fW69t/LiUhRaEdkjBC3GVgKSc5bSjmOL0qhQUsoTTbjI+quLdWyokK/ILNSlpP4ObnKWMgHLUoDZpxBmoEQFuTmwzTgo+lJPMPSbOtL02zXHL/pqmJKnp2lbQiIGXI8BxKoCYuAShGHCs7RtWFu/g17antqlb+DdO8QEOg5dW/+ygVg/b4dTwVxDNQB3N7GxQu4uHBdEZzRXhIGUvCkvVN9VQwqkNYi1pCWQMN7TnYA4ZlX0zlcjihmOGOC2E81zhKfu+wkAmq8NdZrWh/ByryP/Felqlf/uG5aVWNCfPg1LtRChwpTceMkGJ4hMHgAjmdsVkBE475X4lcCJEn0/+Ci5329F+e/d8r364N5NjCW2hn6iJIvQHHaJjdIY6iKAHb8Fb89a9Rz/wN/zN51Tfm9Vsog/mbz8BXOm2Pg==</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="r+/2KiftbkYbj2x8yN1RGvhcBak=">AAACZXicbVFNSxtBGJ5draZr1WiLFw8dGgIJbcOuiPYiCF5EelBojJBNw7uT2WTI7AfzIYZx/qQ3r176Nzob09aqL7zMw/N+P5OUnEkVhveev7T8ZmW19jZYe7e+sVnf2r6UhRaEdknBC3GVgKSc5bSrmOL0qhQUsoTTXjI9qeK9ayokK/IfalbSQQbjnKWMgHLUsH7bjDNQEwLcnNlWnBR8JGeZe0ycafvTtKZt+2WekqSmZ9tBMwZeTgDHqQBi4hKEYsCxtv+wsvgz/tv2u23pNv6KU3yEw6D5p9eNDdSw3gg74dzwSxAtQAMt7HxYv4tHBdEZzRXhIGU/Cks1MNVcwqkNYi1pCWQKY9p3MIeMyoGZq2Rx0zEjnBbCea7wnH1aYSCT1e0us9pRPo9V5Guxvlbpt4FheakVzcnjoFQ7HQpcSY5HTFCi+MwBIIK5XTGZgJNPuY8JnAjR85Nfgsu9TnTQ2bvYbxzvL+SooV30CbVQhA7RMTpF56iLCHrwat6Wt+398tf9D/7OY6rvLWreo//M//gbRwW2/w==</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="zOGUI41SJcyeVzzt9JE4MiED/jk=">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</latexit>

↵
@u

@t
� L(u; µ) = 0

MPINN

PINN

<latexit sha1_base64="kk0tBefPd3cXXIGKgnC1kWODdbM=">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</latexit>

u(x, t) =
<latexit sha1_base64="NTXZ24MsyrqXj3ItluRWxJpxCl8=">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</latexit>

NN H(x, t; NN L(x, t; µ))
<latexit sha1_base64="o8IA56fGKLO1XFTaj463YQ8Ifaw=">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</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="kk0tBefPd3cXXIGKgnC1kWODdbM=">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</latexit>

u(x, t) =
<latexit sha1_base64="g9/soIzp4BkrV8i2CBIJlmdksaA=">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</latexit>

NN H(x, t; NN L(x, t))
<latexit sha1_base64="o8IA56fGKLO1XFTaj463YQ8Ifaw=">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</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="GZOtjaGnxOhOdGRBJFRn4IOD/GI=">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</latexit>

NN L

<latexit sha1_base64="HL4/LRONMOoqDWKaEKzERsgfvRs=">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</latexit>

NN H

v1:

v2:

<latexit sha1_base64="kk0tBefPd3cXXIGKgnC1kWODdbM=">AAADOnichVJbi9NAFJ5kvazxsl199GWwBFJcS7IsKsjCgi/LUpYKdrvQ1DCZTrZDJxfmIpZhfpcv/grffPDFhxXx1R/gpFutTUUPhHz5zne+OTlz0opRIcPwk+NuXbt+4+b2Le/2nbv3dlq7989EqTgmA1yykp+nSBBGCzKQVDJyXnGC8pSRYTp7WeeHbwkXtCxey3lFxjm6KGhGMZKWSnadvh/nSE4xYvrEBHFasomY5/al41yZNzqYdczeQpJmemg6nh8jVk0RjDOOsI4rxCVFDCqzwtLAJ/C3bc8E6kXTuAMPYej5v4zfGc+Xnq+SnuUaUm/V4empSXrBqmhP2n7UOmGN/6WHj9fTx027/6Qb35uHJ6122A0XATdBtARtsIx+0voYT0qsclJIzJAQoyis5FjXs8SMGC9WglQIz9AFGVlYoJyIsV5cvYG+ZSYwK7l9CgkX7J8VGuWinqVV1n2KZq4m/5YbKZk9H2taVEqSAl8dlCl7tyWs9whOKCdYsrkFCHNqe4V4iuxKSLttnh1C1PzlTXC2342edvdfHbSPDpbj2AYPwSMQgAg8A0fgGPTBAGDnvfPZuXS+uh/cL+439/uV1HWWNQ/AWrg/fgKMpQhM</latexit>

u(x, t) =
<latexit sha1_base64="DiR35Yrp+RwnFn1NVAEE7dLv9cw=">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</latexit>

NN H(x, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="TXmExJmt4je2D1XTx3pLvmOqB5o=">AAACBXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lIXwSJUkJLpu7uCGxdSKtgHtKVk0kwbmnmQZMQydOPGX3HjQhG3/oM7/8ZMW0FFDwROzrmXe++xA86kQujDWFpeWV1bT2wkN7e2d3bNvf2m9ENBaIP43BdtG0vKmUcbiilO24Gg2LU5bdnj89hv3VAhme9dq0lAey4eesxhBCst9c2jrovViGAe1WrT/mV69rWd6HZ6pk77ZgplULFQySGIMgVklSoVTRAqlnNZaGkSIwUWqPfN9+7AJ6FLPUU4lrJjoUD1IiwUI5xOk91Q0gCTMR7SjqYedqnsRbMrpvBEKwPo+EI/T8GZ+r0jwq6UE9fWlfGS8rcXi395nVA55V7EvCBU1CPzQU7IofJhHAkcMEGJ4hNNMBFM7wrJCAtMlA4uqUP4uhT+T5rZjFXMZK/yqWp+EUcCHIJjkAYWKIEquAB10AAE3IEH8ASejXvj0XgxXuelS8ai5wD8gPH2CaxlmKk=</latexit>

NN L(x, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="TXmExJmt4je2D1XTx3pLvmOqB5o=">AAACBXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16lIXwSJUkJLpu7uCGxdSKtgHtKVk0kwbmnmQZMQydOPGX3HjQhG3/oM7/8ZMW0FFDwROzrmXe++xA86kQujDWFpeWV1bT2wkN7e2d3bNvf2m9ENBaIP43BdtG0vKmUcbiilO24Gg2LU5bdnj89hv3VAhme9dq0lAey4eesxhBCst9c2jrovViGAe1WrT/mV69rWd6HZ6pk77ZgplULFQySGIMgVklSoVTRAqlnNZaGkSIwUWqPfN9+7AJ6FLPUU4lrJjoUD1IiwUI5xOk91Q0gCTMR7SjqYedqnsRbMrpvBEKwPo+EI/T8GZ+r0jwq6UE9fWlfGS8rcXi395nVA55V7EvCBU1CPzQU7IofJhHAkcMEGJ4hNNMBFM7wrJCAtMlA4uqUP4uhT+T5rZjFXMZK/yqWp+EUcCHIJjkAYWKIEquAB10AAE3IEH8ASejXvj0XgxXuelS8ai5wD8gPH2CaxlmKk=</latexit>

NN L(x, t)
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Figure 1: Training procedure of PINN and MPINN approaches (the dependence on the parameter
vector distinguishes the two multi-fidelity versions).
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corresponding to the root mean square (RMS) residuals, respectively associated with data fitting,
with the satisfaction of the PDE and with the discrepancy between the numerical solution and
the low-fidelity parametric map (the latter being defined for the MPINN-v2 approach only). We
also define J test

fit in a similar manner of Jfit, but computed on a testing dataset, that is on points
different than those employed to train the ANN. Finally, to evaluate the quality of the estimate of
the parameters, we employ their relative error.

Every Machine Learning algorithm depends on a set of hyperparameters. In this context, besides
the hyperparameters associated with the ANN architecture (number of layers and number of neurons
per layer), the training process is controlled by scalar weight factors that tune the mutual contribu-
tion of the different components of the loss, that is ωfit, ωphys and (in the MPINN-v2 case) ωlh. Note
that the number of independent weight factors is equal to the total diminished by one, as we can fix
without loss of generality e.g. ωfit = 1. In the tests reported in this paper, the weight factors were
set according to the following strategy. In each test, we tuned the ANN architecture and the weight
factors independently for each approach (PINN, MPINN-v0, MPINN-v1 and MPINN-v2) by trial
and error. Once set, comparative analyses were performed for fixed values of the hyperparameters
(their values are reported in the figures’ captions or in the main text).

The results are obtained with the support of the Automatic Differentiation engine of TensorFlow
[1]. To train the models, we employ the Adam optimizer of Keras [6] and the BFGS optimizer of
SciPy [35].

3.1 Benchmark problems

In this section we introduce the two benchmark problems considered in this paper.

Advection-Diffusion-Reaction equation

We consider the following parametrized Advection-Diffusion-Reaction (ADR) problem: find u = u(x)
such that

− µd
2u(x)

dx2
+ γ

du(x)

dx
− u(x) = f(x) x ∈ (0, 1). (13)

By choosing the forcing term as

f(x) =
γ2

√
µ

cos

(
x√
µ

)
the PDE is satisfied by the solution

uex(x) = γ sin

(
x√
µ

)
.

Here the parameter vector reads µ = (µ, γ)T . The exact value of the parameter vector, employed to
generate the training data, is µex = (0.25, 1)T . In the MPINN-v2 setting, for the construction of the
parametric map, we sample the parameter in the set µ ∈ [0.1, 2.0]× [0.5, 3.0]. In the PINN setting,
we employ an ANN with three hidden layers of 10 neurons each. In the MPINN-v1 (respectively,
MPINN-v2) setting, we employ one (respectively, three) hidden layer forNNL, and one (respectively,
two) hidden layer for NNH , with 10 neurons per each layer. In the MPINN-v0 setting, we use the
same architecture for NNL and NNH of the MPINN-v1 setting. The richer architecture of the
low-fidelity ANN in the MPINN-v2 compared to the MPINN-v1 case is due to the need of including
the parametric dependence into the low-fidelity model.
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Parabolic equation

As a second benchmark problem, we consider the time-dependent PDE

du(x, t)

dt
− µd

2u(x, t)

dx2
+ γ x2 du(x, t)

dx
= 0 x ∈ (−1, 1), t ∈ (0, 1), (14)

which is satisfied by the solution

uex(x, t) = exp

(
−√γµ

(
x2

2µ
+ t

))
.

The true value of the parameter vector µ = (µ, γ)T is given by µex = (1, 2)T . To construct the
parametric map in the MPINN-v2 setting, we sample in the set µ ∈ [0.1, 4.0] × [0.1, 4.0]. For this
benchmark test, we employ a three hidden layers architecture in the PINN setting, and a two hidden
layers architecture for both ANNs in the MPINN settings, with 10 neurons per each layers.

3.1.1 PINN

We first consider the PINN method, without a multi-fidelity approach. In Figures 2 and 3 we inves-
tigate the dependency of the accuracy of the solution with respect to the number of measurements
NH

obs. The trend is plotted for different choices of the noise magnitude σ and of the number of collo-
cation points Nc. The test set comprises 1000 samples of the solution associated with the true values
of the parameters in points randomly selected with a Monte Carlo algorithm. For the sake of brevity
we only consider the ADR test case in these tests. Let us first consider the solutions obtained in the
absence of noise (σ = 0). We notice that with only 4 observations both parameters are reconstructed
accurately (relative error of the order of 10−5÷10−6). By increasing NH

obs further, the reconstruction
error slightly decreases. The number of collocation points impacts the parameter estimate, which
is SPslightly more accurate for Nc = 10000 rather than for Nc = 100. The results show that the
quality of the solution is heavily impacted by noise. For σ = 0.005, in fact, the error rises to the
order of 10−1 ÷ 10−2. In the following sections we will show how the multi-fidelity approach yields
an improvement in the quality of parameter estimation when considering noisy measurements.

3.1.2 MPINN-v0 and MPINN-v1

We now consider the MPINN-v1 method and compare it with the PINN and MPINN-v0 methods.
In Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 we show, for the ADR test case, the evolution of the relative errors in the
estimate of the parameters with respect either to the number of optimization epochs or with respect
to the computational time. In Fig. 8, a similar test is performed for the parabolic problem. In all
test cases, we consider NL

obs = 100 points for the training of the low-fidelity ANN. Since the outcome
of the training is aleatory (due to the randomness of the ANN weights initialization), we run 10
simulations for each setting, and we represent the geometric mean of the results by a solid line, and
by a shaded area the region spanned by all the trajectories. In the figures, we consider different
values for NH

obs and σ (see captions).
In all the considered cases, the MPINN-v0, MPINN-v1 and PINN methods provide comparable

results, on average, in terms of accuracy of the final estimation. The MPINN-v1 approach, however,
is capable of providing an improvement in the convergence speed. In Fig. 4, the loss function traces
are plotted against the number of iterations. However, the computational effort per iteration may
differ from one method to another. Thus, to perform a fair comparison, in Fig. 5 we report the
same traces shown in Fig. 4, plotted with respect to the computational time rather then the number
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Figure 2: ADR test case: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ with respect to
NH

obs. The two figures differ in the number of colloction points used: Nc = 10000 (left) and Nc = 100
(right). Here, we consider ωfit = 100, ωphys = 1 and 1000 test points employed in the computation
of J test

fit .

of iterations. By doing so, the advantage in terms of convergence speed of the MPINN-v1 method
compared to the the PINN and the MPINN-v0 ones is even more noticeable. We remark that the
computational times considered in the figure take into account also the cost needed to train the low
fidelity network in the MPINN-v1 case. Therefore, from here on we report only loss trends with
respect to the number of iterations. In fact, a comparison based on the computational time instead of
the number of iterations would be more advantageous for the MPINN-v1 method, thanks to having
split the training of the low fidelity network from the high-fidelity one, which makes the method
efficient and robust. Indeed, MPINN-v1 trajectories appear to be more likely to escape the local
minima in which the PINN and MPINN-v0 trajectories are trapped, especially in the case of noisy
data. This affects the height of shaded areas: see, e.g., the left column of Fig. 6 or the right column
of Fig. 7). In the parabolic case, this mechanism provides also a modest reduction of the mean error
(solid line in Fig. 8). As a matter of fact, the MPINN-v1 approach does not modify the loss function
with respect to the standard PINN approach. Nonetheless, it modifies the architecture of the ANN
representing the numerical solution: while in the PINN approach the solution is represented by a
single ANN, agnostic of the problem at hand, in the MPINN-v1 approach it is given by the sum
of first term (the low-fidelity solution) plus a correction term. In case the low-fidelity solution is
correlated to the exact solution, this provides a significant speedup in the training process. Clearly,
the closer the low-fidelity solution to the exact one, the larger the speed up. This is confirmed by
the numerical results: in fact, for each of the above settings, we consider two different guesses for
the parameter µguess. These mimic two possible scenarios: in the first one, we suppose to have some
a priori knowledge on the real values of the parameters, while in the second one we do not have any
prior information and consequently we use an uninformed guess. For the sake of fairness, we employ
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Figure 3: ADR test case with noise: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ with
respect to NH

obs. The two figures differ in the variance of the noise: σ = 0.0001 (left) and σ = 0.005
(right). Here, we consider ωfit = 1, ωphys = 1 and 1000 test points employed in the computation of
J test

fit .

µguess itself as initial guess in both the PINN and MPINN optimization problem. The results show
that when µguess is close to the exact solution, the optimizer converges more rapidly.

3.1.3 MPINN-v2

Let us now compare the results obtained with the MPINN-v2 method to those obtained with the
PINN method. In this section, we focus on assessing the accuracy of MPINN-v2 method instead
of the convergence speed since it is the distinguishing feature of this method. We consider three
different cases: observation without noise, observation with Gaussian noise, observation with a noise
that is nonlinearly correlated with the solution.

Case 1: no noise First, we consider the case without noise. In Fig. 9 we compare the trajectories
of the different components of the loss function during the training process, for the ADR test case
with NH

obs = 8. The figure shows that, in the case considered here, the MPINN-v2 method is not
better than the standard PINN method, other than in speeding up the early stages of the training
process (as long as the weight ωlh is sufficiently large). In fact, while with the MPINN-v2 method
the loss values quickly stagnate on constant values, the PINN method is able to improve the quality
of the solution by increasing the number of epochs.

This result is consistent with Fig. 10, in which we show the final error obtained in the estimate
of the parameters with respect to NH

obs. We observe that, while for a sufficiently large dataset the
PINN method provides more accurate results, in the low-data regime the MPINN-v2 method is
advantageous. In other terms, when the data provide little information, the multi-fidelity structure
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Figure 4: ADR test case with noise: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ with
respect to number of epochs, for NH

obs = 16 and σ = 0.01. The blue line refers to the PINN method,
the red line to the MPINN-v2 method and the green one to the MPINN-v0 method. In the left
column, the guess for the parameter (i.e. µguess = (0.3, 1.8)T ) is closer to the exact solution (i.e.

µex = (0.5, 2)T ) than the one of the right column (i.e. µguess = (1, 1)T ). The figure shows the
results of 10 training processes (the shaded region is the area spanned by the trajectories; the solid
line represents the geometric mean). Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 100, ωphys = 1.
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Figure 5: ADR test case with noise: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ with
respect to computational time, for NH

obs = 16 and σ = 0.01. The blue line refers to the PINN
method, the red line to the MPINN-v2 method and the green one to the MPINN-v0 method. In
the left column, the guess for the parameter (i.e. µguess = (0.3, 1.8)T ) is closer to the exact solution

(i.e. µex = (0.5, 2)T ) than the one of the right column (i.e. µguess = (1, 1)T ). The figure shows the
results of 10 training processes (the shaded region is the area spanned by the trajectories; the solid
line represents the geometric mean). Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 100, ωphys = 1.
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Figure 6: ADR test case with noise: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ
with respect to number of epochs, for NH

obs = 16 and σ = 0.001. The blue line refers to the PINN
method, the red line to the MPINN-v2 method and the green one to the MPINN-v0 method. In
the left column, the guess for the parameter (i.e. µguess = (0.3, 1.8)T ) is closer to the exact solution

(i.e. µex = (0.5, 2)T ) than the one of the right column (i.e. µguess = (1, 1)T ). The figure shows the
results of 10 training processes (the shaded region is the area spanned by the trajectories; the solid
line represents the geometric mean). Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 10, ωphys = 1.
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Figure 7: ADR test case with noise: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ
with respect to number of epochs, for NH

obs = 8 and σ = 0.001. The blue line refers to the PINN
method, the red line to the MPINN-v1 method. In the left column, the guess for the parameter (i.e.
µguess = (0.3, 1.8)T ) is closer to the exact solution (i.e. µex = (0.5, 2)T ) than the one of the right

column (i.e. µguess = (1, 1)T ). The figure shows the results of 10 training processes (the shaded
region is the area spanned by the trajectories; the solid line represents the geometric mean). Here,
we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 10, ωphys = 1.
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Figure 8: Parabolic test case with noise: relative error in the estimate of the parameters µ and γ
with respect to number of epochs, for NH

obs = 16 and σ = 0.001. The blue line refers to the PINN
method, the red line to the MPINN-v1 method. In the left column, the guess for the parameter (i.e.
µguess = (1.1, 1.8)T ) is closer to the exact solution (i.e. µex = (1, 2)T ) than the one of the right

column (i.e. µguess = (0.5, 0.5)T ). The figure shows the results of 10 training processes (the shaded
region is the area spanned by the trajectories; the solid line represents the geometric mean). Here,
we consider Nc = 10000, ωfit = 1, ωphys = 1.
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Figure 9: ADR test case: loss components and relative errors trend with respect to the epochs in the
PINN model (top) vs the MPINN-v2 model (bottom), for NH

obs = 8 measured points and without
noise. Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 100, ωphys = 1.
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consider ωfit = 100 and ωphys = 1.

successfully leverages the information contained in the low-fidelity parametric map, thus improving
the quality of the results.

Case 2: Gaussian noise We now consider the case with σ = 0.01 and we compare the PINN
method with the the MPINN-v2 method. In Fig. 11 we show the loss components versus training
epochs for the ADR problem. We test the PINN method versus the MPINN-v2 method for two
different values of ωlh, in the case NH

obs = 8. By comparing the results with those of Fig. 9, we
evince that the MPINN-v2 method is much more robust to noise than the standard PINN method.
As a matter of fact, the former approach achieves a significantly higher accuracy than the latter in
the case of noisy measurements. Moreover, a larger value of ωlh has the double beneficial effect of
accelerating convergence and improving accuracy.

In order to simulate scenarios with low-fidelity models of different accuracy, we show in Fig. 12
the loss components trajectories obtained with different values of NL

obs. We observe that using
only NL

obs = 100 samples to build the parametric map, the parameter estimation is very accurate.
Increasing NL

obs to 1000 and to 10000 samples, the quality of the estimate slightly increases.
Then, we study the relative error with respect to the exact parameters when NH

obs = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
noisy measurements are considered (see Fig. 13). Unlike in the zero noise case, where the MPINN-v2
provides better estimates only in the low-data regime, our multi-fidelity is advantageous both with
few and with many data affected by noise. As a matter of fact, we observe an error reduction up to
two orders of magnitude in the parameters estimation compared with the standard PINN method.
Finally, Fig. 14 shows tha same analysis of Fig. 13 for the parabolic problem, in the case of noisy
data. The results show that the MPINN-v2 is advantageous also in this test case.
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Figure 11: ADR test case with noise: loss components and relative errors trend with respect to the
epochs in the PINN model (top) vs the MPINN-v2 model (bottom), for NH

obs = 8 measured points
and σ = 0.01. Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 100, ωphys = 1.
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Figure 12: Loss components and relative errors trend with respect to the epochs in MPINN-v2 model
with Gaussian noise on data (σ = 0.01, NH

obs = 8). Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 1, ωphys = 1,
ωlh = 1.
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Figure 13: ADR test case with noise: parameter estimation relative errors, for PINN vs MPINN-v2
trained using NL

obs = 1000 and NL
obs = 10000, respectively. Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 1,

ωphys = 1 and ωlh = 1.

Case 3: correlated noise As a third case, we consider an observation error that is correlated (in
a nonlinear manner) to the solution, according to

y(x) = uex(x;µex) + 0.2 cos(uex(x;µex)).

Also in this case, MPINN outperforms the PINN method (see Figure 15). The additive nonlinear
component is able to learn the mismatch between the observation and the low-fidelity parametric
map, thus correcting and mitigating the effect of noise.

3.2 Application to cardiac electrophysiology

We now consider an application of the proposed methods to a problem arising in the field of cardiac
electrophysiology. The Bueno-Orovio model [5] (henceforth denoted as BO model) consists of a set
of strongly nonlinear ordinary differential equations, that describe the ionic dynamics of the cardiac
cells. It includes four state variables, respectively describing the transmembrane potential (u) and
three gating variables (v, w, s) associated with the fraction of open ion channels across the cell
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Figure 14: Parabolic problem with noise: parameter estimation relative errors, for PINN vs MPINN-
v2 trained using NL

obs = 1000 and NL
obs = 10000, respectively. Here, we consider Nc = 10000,

ωfit = 1, ωphys = 1 and ωlh = 1.
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Figure 15: ADR test case with correlated noise: parameter estimation relative errors, for PINN vs
MPINN-v2 trained using Nlf = 1000 and Nlf = 10000. Here, we consider Nc = 1000, ωfit = 1,
ωphys = 1 and ωlh = 1.

membrane. The BO model reads as follows.

du

dt
= −(Ifi + Iso + Isi) + Iapp

dv

dt
=

(1−H(u− θv))(v∞ − v)

τ−v
− H(u− θv)v

τ+
v

dw

dt
=

(1−H(u− θw))(w∞ − w)

τ−w
− H(u− θw)w

τ+
w

ds

dt
=

1

τs

(
1 + tanh(ks(u− us))

2
− s
)
.

(15)

Here H(x−x0) refers to the Heaviside function centered at x0. The functions Ifi, Iso and Isi represent
the fast inward, slow outward and slow inward electric currents respectively, given by the following
expressions:

Ifi = −vH(u− θv)(u− θv)(uu − u)

τfi
, (16)

Iso =
(u− uo)(1−H(u− θw))

τo
+
H(u− θw)

τso
, (17)

Isi = −H(u− θw)ws

τsi
. (18)

The function Iapp(t) represents a prescribed applied current, needed to trigger the cellular excitation.
The BO model permits to numerically reproduce a wide range of experimental conditions. However,
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in practical applications, its parameters need to be suitably calibrated on a patient-specific basis.
Due to the large number of parameters, one typically fixes most of them, based on literature data,
and calibrates only the few most relevant ones. Specifically, in this paper we focus on the calibration
of the parameter τfi, associated with the time constant of the fast inward current Ifi. The parameter
τfi influences the action potential duration, that is the time lag between the depolarization and
polarization phases of u. Hence, in this section we consider the problem of estimating τfi from noisy
measurements of the transmembrane potential u and few measurements of the gating variables v, w
and s.

In realistic scenarios, the applied current Iapp(t) is not easily measurable. Nonetheless, it plays a
role only in the very first instants (order of 1 ms) of the transmembrane potential and it is typically
set to zero for the remaining time. Hence, in the physical loss of Eq. (3), we set Iapp ≡ 0 and we do
not include time instants before t = 2 ms.

To generate the training data, we use a numerical solver based on the Finite Difference method
approximating the solution of the BO model. The solver uses a time step of ∆t = 0.1 ms and a
final time T = 0.8 s. The resulting transmembrane potential solution u is sub-sampled at 25 ms
intervals, and noise is artificially added by sampling from a normal distribution of zero mean and
standard deviation σ. In addition to measurements on the transmembrane potential, we assume
that we also have measurements of the gating variables v, w and s. Since, however, measurements
of these variables are more difficult to obtain in practice, we here consider a much coarser sampling
(one data point every 0.3 s). This is precisely the set of available measures adopted in the estimation
of the parameter τfi.

Unlike the test cases considered above, the BO model is a vectorial problem. Hence, the losses
defined in Eq. (12) can be independently defined for each component of Eq. (15). In what follows, we
will denote the corresponding loss components with a superscript specifying the variable. Similarly,
we identify with a superscript the associated weights. For instance, we denote by J uphys and J vphys the
loss functions corresponding to the residual associated with the first line and second line of Eq. (15),
respectively. The associated weights are respectively denoted by ωuphys and ωvphys. Similar notations
apply to the other variables.

In the PINN setting we employ an ANN with three hidden layers, with 32, 24 and 16 neurons,
respectively. In the MPINN setting, the same architecture is used for NNH , while 32, 16 and 8
neurons are employed forNNL. Low fidelity dataset comprises 75 numerical simulations subsampled
with random interval smaller than 10 ms.

3.2.1 Training strategy

Due to the nonlinearity of the BO model equations, a one-shot training that starts from a random
initialization of the ANN parameters typically leads to results far from the global minimum. As a
matter of fact, if the initial guess for the solution is far from the exact one, the physical component
of the loss function, instead of helping in the identification of the unknown parameter, leads the
estimate of the parameter to diverge. Therefore, in this paper we propose a training divided into
different stages, in which we tune differently the relative contribution of the different loss components.

Specifically, we split the training into two stages. In both stages, we set ωufit = 10−2 and
ωvfit = ωwfit = ωsfit = 1.

• First, we perform a maximum of 500 BFGS iterations setting ωuphys = ωvphys = ωwphys = ωsphys =

10−6. In this way the ANN is trained according to a virtually pure fitting problem, in which the
(low but not null) weights of the physical losses prevent that the residuals of the differential
equation diverge. When the MPINN-v2 approach is considered, in this stage we set ωulh =
ωvlh = ωwlh = ωslh = 1. Moreover, in this case, we precede the 500 iterations of BFGS by another
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Figure 16: BO test case: relative error in the estimate of the parameter τfi with respect to number
of epochs, for σ = 0.05 (left) and σ = 0.025 (right). The blue line refers to the PINN method, the
red line to the MPINN-v2 method. The figure shows the results of 10 training processes (the shaded
region is the area spanned by the trajectories; the solid line represents the geometric mean).

50 iterations (at most) in which we optimize solely with respect to the unknown parameter τfi.
In this way we exploit the low-fidelity map to provide an educated guess to the parameter.

• Then, we perform 10000 BFGS iterations by increasing the weight factors of the physical losses
to 10−3, to enhance the residual minimization. For the MPINN-v2, we also decrease ωulh, ωvlh,
ωwlh and ωslh to 0.05.

3.2.2 MPINN-v2 versus PINN approach

To compare the performance of PINN and MPINN-v2 methods, we perform 10 training runs for each
method, starting from different random initializations of the ANN parameters. In Fig. 16 we show
the trend with respect to the number of epochs of the second of the two stages described in Sec. 3.2.1
of the error obtained in the estimation of the parameter τfi, for two different values of the noise (i.e.
σ = 0.05 and σ = 0.025). The results demonstrate that the MPINN-v2 method outperforms the
PINN method. As a matter of fact, although the error obtained at the end of the training assumes
different values in the 10 tests performed, the accuracy is always higher than in the PINN case. On
average, the error obtained with the multi-fidelity approach is one order of magnitude lower than
with the single-fidelity approach, for both cases considered (σ = 0.05 and σ = 0.025). Note that the
error in the MPINN-v2 case starts lower than in the PINN case already from the first iteration of
the second stage. This means that the first of the two stages described in Sec. 3.2.1 is able, in the
multi-fidelity case, to provide, thanks to the low-fidelity parametric map, a good educated guess for
the unknown parameter.

In Figs. 17 and 18 we show the detailed trend of the loss components in the second of the two
stages described in Sec. 3.2.1, for two of the tests considered in Fig. 16. The figures refer to the
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PINN and MPINN-v2 methods, respectively, in the case σ = 0.025. Note that, for both PINN and
MPINN-v2, in the early epochs the loss is dominated by the physical components J uphys, J vphys, J wphys

and J sphys. When these are lowered by about an order of magnitude, J ufit and its gradients comes
into play. Note that the latter component cannot be arbitrarily lowered, due to the noise which the
measurements of u are subject to. If this happened, in fact, the model would suffer from overfitting.

We observe that in this example the values assumed by the different loss components are very
similar in the single-fidelity and multi-fidelity cases. The difference lies in the Jlh terms, which
are absent in the PINN. These terms lower the error in the MPINN estimate of τfi compared to
the PINN case. Moreover, the remaining components of the loss are very similar in the two cases,
despite having different errors with respect to the exact τfi. This reveals that the PINN formulation
is severely ill-posed and that there exist multiple local minima. These minima share similar values
of J for τfi estimates that are very different from each other. The effect of loss Jlh is thus to favor,
among all these minima, those that correspond to more accurate reconstructions of the solution
and parameter. In other words, Jlh improves the accuracy in parameter estimation acting as an
additional regularizer to the physics-informed one.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we presented a new PINN multi-fidelity strategy that allows for the solution of param-
eter estimation problems. We compared the accuracy, the robustness and the efficiency of this new
strategy with those of the standard PINN approach. As shown by the numerical results, the training
of a PINN is especially challenging in configurations characterized by few noisy available measure-
ments (small data regime), with a consequent poor simultaneous approximation of the solution and
the unknown parameters (minima of the loss J ). It is in this context that our MPINN strategy,
that integrates surrogate models in the PINN framework, turns out to be particularly effective.

We developed two different multi-fidelity approaches: MPINN-v1, based on a parameter-independent
low-fidelity solution, acting only as initial guess for the parameters and the PDE solution to be es-
timated, and MPINN-v2, based on a parameter-dependent low-fidelity solution with a training pro-
cedure designed to simultaneously minimizing the distance between the PDE solution and the data,
the distance between the PDE solution and the low-fidelity approximation for the same parameter
value, and the residual of the differential equation.

Numerical tests were performed involving an advection-diffusion-reaction equation, a parabolic
equation, and the Bueno-Orovio ionic model, focusing on the case of few noisy measurements. Both
versions of MPINNs provided a speedup in the training process, converging more rapidly than a
PINN. In addition, MPINN-v2 improved accuracy in estimating the unknown parameters. We
showed in several numerical examples that MPINN-v2 reduces the relative error by one order of
magnitude (on average) when compared to PINN.

We conclude that our multi-fidelity strategy is promising for solving realistic optimization prob-
lems involving noisy measurements and complex multiscale and multiphysics phenomena. Efficiency
is guaranteed by the techniques employed in the training of neural networks, which are accelerated
by the integration of the surrogate model approximation. Flexibility is instead provided by the
possible integration of virtually any surrogate model, from simple data-driven black-box models to
more complex projection-based models.
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Figure 17: BO test case: loss components and relative errors trend versus the epochs in the PINN
model.
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